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A.  Read the following text carefully then answer the question below. 

 
Sarah and Colin live in an old house in an English village. Sarah is a secretary. She drives five miles to work 

every day. Colin works at home. The village post office is one room in their house and Colin works there. The 
people in the village buy their stamps in Colin and Sarah's house! The post box is here, too.  

It's a lovely house. The living room is yellow and brown. There are two big blue sofas. There is an antique 
table and chairs. There is a big picture of Sarah and her daughter. Sarah's mother is a famous painter. There 
are usually flowers. Sarah likes yellow and white flowers. The kitchen and bathroom are new. 

Colin and Sarah are very happy in their house and I like visiting them. 
 

1. Are these sentences true or false?  
a. ……………….. Sarah and Colin live in a new house.  
b. ……………….. Sarah stays at home every day.  
c. ……………….. the post office is in their house.  
d. ……………….. Sarah is a famous painter.  

 
B.  Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form. 2. Nada ……………………… to ask for help. She manages 

1. I (be) …………………. a disciplined student. I (not /  things well on her own. 

 smoke) ………………... as some students do. 3. All students …………………. respect the school law in 

2. Diana and I (like) ………………. Hip hop, but Kim  order not to put themselves in a trouble. 

 (hate)……………….it. He (love) ……………… rap music. 4. People …………………….. smoke in the hospitals.  
3. A student (have) …………………. got a laptop. 

         G.  Fill in the gaps with the appropriate indefinite article:  
 4. Sarah (chat) …………………… with her friend now.  (an – a).    

C. Turn the following sentences into the past simple.  1.  Her father bought ………….. apartment in the city 

 1. Merriam goes to school in the morning.   centre.    

  =>………………………………………………………………………..  2.  Jimmy spends ………….. hour repairing this machine. 

 2. Ahmed prepares himself for the exam.  3.  Commuting twice a day requires ………….. a strong 

  =>………………………………………………………………………..   vehicle.    

 3. A child spills milk on the floor. H. Find the plurals of the given singular.  
  =>………………………………………………………………………..        

D. Choose the right answer to fill in the blanks.     Singular  Plural 
   

1. Foot 
  

 1. I think I ……………….. travel but I ……………… stay      
    

2. Man 
  

  
long. ( am going to / will / won’t / am not going to) 

     

     3. Child   
 

2. Janet …………………… to cinema next Sunday. (will– 
     

    4. Mouse   
        

  are going to – is going to)    5. Tooth   
        

 3. Jessica is not sure that she …………………. pass the    6. Woman   

  entrance exam. (are going to/ will/ is going to).    7. Goose   

E. Fill in the gaps with the appropriate pronouns from    8. Louse   

 the list: (hers, myself, ours, themselves) I. Put the words in the correct form (superlative – 
        

 1. The red car parked over there is ………………. We  comparative).  
        

  bought it last year.  1. Non-smokers usually live (long) ……………….. than 
         

 2. Students are preparing …………………… for the   smokers.  
        

  coming mathematic competition.  2. He was the (clever) ……………..…. thief of all. 
         

 3. I do the arithmetic operations …………..……..  3. This flower is (good) ………………… than that one. 
        

 4. Jessica is her. I think this iPhone is ……………….  4. My house is (big) ……………………. than yours. 
        

F. Complete the sentence using the following modal  5. Football is (funny) …………….……. sport. 
       

 verbs. (mustn’t - can – must – do not need to) J. Fill in the blanks with suitable preposition of place 
        

 1. Jamal ………………… drive category B cars. He has got  1.  Ali stays late …………. night but he wakes up early 
        

  a driving licence last year.    ………. the morning, especially …………… Monday 
         

      because he goes to school …………. eight.  


